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O'Dea to run for
Maine Legislature
Joao O'Dea
Unirrr•ruy  vtachrs--
Faculty blasts plan to
t6-reorgpnize colleges
• • Ong WWI
Stan Wt'
government vice president John
O'Dea today v/ill announce his. can 
didacy for state representative- of
District 110.
O'Dea, a senior political science
major, said he can provide the
university with a stronger voice in the
state Legislature.
"There arc some serious problems
on campus and -in the • area,"
O'Dea- said. 'The faculty and stall
are underpaid. The administration
isn't listening. "
He will announce his candidacy at
3:15 today in the Coe Lounge of the
Memorial Union.
O'Dea, who will be 23'in March,
is an Orono resident. John Bott, R
Orono, has represented the district
for six years.
Maine lawmakers reject
fuzzbuster-banning bill
AUGUSTA. %laine (AP) — The
House of Representatives soundly re-
jected a bill Wednesday to ban radar
detectors on Maine highways, as op-
ponents said it would violate citizens'
"right to be kit alone" and be impossi-
ble to enforce.
The perennial measure, which was re-
jetted 100-37% has yet to by considered
in the Senate.
Opponentscoruended the ban would
be unfair and unenforceable because
many radar detectors are small and hid-
den under hoods of vehicles. out of the
view of police,
"An attempt to increase police
powers and let them intrude a little more
into our daily lives," charged Rep.
Gerard P. Conley Jr., D-Portland.
"Men and women have a right to be left
alone and that's whet this. bill is
about."
Rep. Ssisan•E. Dore. D-Auburn,
*sled that argument, saying that radar
detectors "tie the hands of police."
She called on lawmakers to approve the
bill even though "it will anger some of
your constituents. "
The prime sponsor. Rep. Carl B.
Smith, D-Island Falls, said he doubts
there is much public opposition, noting
that "not one person" opposed the bill
during a public hearing.
In an attempt to weaken opposition
tcr -Gerald -A-. -Hillock, it-
(iorham. asked 'Tuesday for a ruling on
whether lawmakers who own radar
detectors would be violating a joint
legislatise confict-of-interest rule.
House Speaker John L. Martin, 0-
Eagle Lake, told representatives Thurs-
day they could vote so long as they were
considering the general rights of their'
constituents and not solely their own
interests.
The smell of fresh fish waft-a-through
the State House on Wednesday. as
lawmakers, lobbyists and visitors lined
up for samples of sardines, shrimp,
mussels and marinated herry at fishing
industry exhibits displayed beneath the
rotunda between the House and Senate
chambers.
In other action; the House gave final
approval to a bill to give some of
Maine's isolated communities state sub
sidles to help them pay for new educa-
tional mandates and meet their inor-
dinately. high per-pupil costs.
State law provides extra subsidies to
some isolated districts, but supporters of
the bill say others are neglected. The hill,
which would afect 11 districts, most of
them on islands, would cost 1300,000 a
- year.
1 he House enacted the measure by a
118-18 vote after a debate in which Mar-
thi persuaded his colleagues to keep the
bill alive so it can compete. with .other
bills at the end of the session for funds
Faculty members present at an open forum last night assailed the plan to
reorganize the- University f- Math's• seven -college%••saviriau was ,L us 
sithstance and woliktwOrk --itgaitrit a goat -of strenghtentog liberal- arts. .
Although there was no unanimous opinion on the proposed plan and there
were sarying opinions as to what changes were needed, the majority of those
who spoke said the plan was only considering the structure of the colleges and
not academics.
In addition, a number of the faculty said the plan was ha:ing a demoralizing
effect and only serving to polarize departments and colleges.
Faculty members told Vice President for Academic Affairs John Hitt and
members of the Reorganization Advisory Committee that the plan was like put-
ting the cart before the horse.
Steven Barkan, chair of the sociology dePartment, said the whole reorganiza-
tion process has been "abysmal" and that too much emphasis has been placed
on completing the plan under a short schedule.
Barkan cited a passage from a unis.erstty goals and objectives document releas-
ed in mid-February that stated sufficient time should be allowed for input and
evaluation in the cast of "pivotal changes. "
"Thew are wise words," Barkan said. "This process has been violated "
Barkan and a number of other faculty members proposed the reorganization
be suspended until the presidential commission studying undergraduate educa-
tion completes its task. (see FORUM page 2)
Did I win or what? Sophomore Barbie Bento waits to see if see won a tree
trip to 'Florida in a contest sponsored by ResLife.
'
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Insurers hear student complaints
by twilit Ilaa 
is the lack 
-
ma) not be receiving enough
under the present health in-
:solicy offered by the Universi-
, \1 e, students and Cutler Health
Cent, ,,aff members told represen-
tatives from the insurance company on
Wednesday.
Dr, Roberta Berrien, director of
Cutler, formed an insurance committee
made up of students who felt the S197
per year policy was not comprehensive
enough. The committee met on Feb. 12
t o discuss the major problem areas of,
• •.-olicy.
'Most of the problems with the policy
...oncern the MaXiMUM amounts the in-
-urance company' will pay.
4.4xnerage_fitit emergency
visits. The current policy-does not co% er
any emergency room visit unless the pa-
tient is admitted to the hospital.
After identifying these and seseral
other problems with the policy. the com-
mittee met with John Schoenbauer,
owner of the Richard J. Horan Agency
Inc. from Laconia. N.H. a branch of
Guaranteed Trust Life Insurance Co.
and Michael Parkin, a . representaise
from the Whitmore Agency in Auburn.
Maine. The Whitmore Aiency ad -
'ministers the plan for the Uniscrsity.
Schornbauei. went through the entire
policy answering questions on *hat the
policy covered. The committee then
stressed the areas of concern and asked _
Schtiefrtbauer4o check with the head of-
fice to see if the coverage can be extend-
ed and how much extension would cost. lowers the premium indisiduals are rc-
.The _policy ' linutt  A-raYs and Although the policy is uudcr contract quiredlo pay and increases, the benefits.
students would have been -pay tug user
S:300 per sear-
To decrease the cost, t 'niversity of-
ficials chose A less comprehensise policy -
As it currently stands, health-insurance
is optional for students who are not
covered by any other policy, such as
their parents or a spouse
Most New England colleges require
that students base insurance, whether it
be the school's or someone else's, said
Parkin.
"The Urns out) of Manse is the-on-
ly New England system that does not
hase a hard-ssalyer." he said
A hard-waiso would require students
to either shov. _proof of insurance or
purchase the insurance offered by the
school. Schoenbauer said a hard-watvo
is the best program for colleges %trice II
laboratory vica • to -537XY.—.1:ferrien for three years, the-company Tv - Ber.rian_saur& commgi_M- will at -
believes the coverage should be at least to consider changing the pcilics Sthoen- tempt to go the unisersity to consider
double that. Kaucr said. making the health insurance manda
tory
- The maximumainount the inSuratice The health insurance usually goes up In the future. i4ft- f401*--.iaLetuix 
io
will pay for surgicalexpenses-a WOW tratryiainwrattert make the current potter more-- tom--
which the committee also feels is too the insurance came up for bid, students
low, complained about the increase in cost.
If the same policy had been cone,"ued.Another pnmars concern of students
prehensise for the nest sear
Schoenbauer said a balance must be
struck between benefits and costs "1 am
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going to in to simplify as Much as possi-
ble and make (the policy) practical."
Schoenbauer said
The committee will be meeting again
to discuss the options after Schoenbaucr
has contacted the head office.
Schoenbauer behests the whole issue
will be settled by the end of \pill
*Forum
- -
untieiied from page I
Hitt. iiiho chairs the reorganization
committer said the plan probably li-OUW
he phased in by July 1989—a year later
than had previously sugsested —and that
the proposed plan did not contain exten
sive educational goals because it refer.
red only to administrative structure and
not academic. structure
_J.atcr atastudent_open forum attend
__td_41... about_ _a_ *yen 
 qudcnts,  Julia
Watkins -hair of the Commission on-
Undergraduate Education said
ch.npi the-
urns ersitYrs i70-functrons as an
educational institution The commission
is keeping in close contact with the.ad-
sisory committee, she said.
**I feel comfortable with these two
working simultaneously." she said
The harshest, cntics Of the proposed
plan came from the Celine of Arts and
Ss iences. although the opinion
throughout this, the largest of all thc
current colleges, is not unanimous
- The third draft for reorgiuntattor
winch came out Feb: 17, would disidc
this college's departments into three
. separate :slaws. something critics sas
would onls set-se to establish barriers
between the areas and weaken liberal
arts philosophy
Different colleges could mean dif
!crent requirments and might nen kad
•p specialization as opposed to a wide
ranged sic*
Alan: Faulkner, associate professor
,11 anthropology said double mayors for
exampk would find it difficult if their
BY GARRY-TRUDF-AU dmciptiriet were -m different rritirgri---
"It will set) different in the future t,,
maintain those double majors." r,
said
by David Maclachlan
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UMaine to have August graduation
by Drava Sabin
vv,,te,
• For the first time in ten years
University of Maine will have an August -
graduation.
This graduation is planned for those
students, like many other students in
past years, who have attended the May-
graduation ceremonies and then have
gone on to take classes through May
term and the summer, said Registrar
John Collins Jr.
"Them will be three graduations a
year, one in May, one in August and one
in December." he said.
what we're hoping'is that students will
attend the graduation ceremonies when
they graduate. But we will not restrict
.theni from attending May graduation
and taking classes- until August."
The planned August graduation is
'scheduled for Saturday, Aug. 20 at
10:30 a.m. at the Maine Center for the
Arts.
There are usually about 400 students
-who graduate in August. Collins said.
This number is large enough to have a
separate graduation ceremony.
-We. will Also have a. December
graduation again which is scheduled
for Saturday Dec. 17 at the Maine
Center for the Arts, the week 'before
final exams." he said:
He hopes that the August graduation
will be as much a success as last year's
December graduation.
-If no one shows up we'll have to
cancel it," Collins said.
More people came than we'se ever
dreamed would come. I hope August
will be such a success too."
For this year's graduation the seniors
had the option to choose which.gradua-
tion they wanted to attend by circling
their choice on their applications.
Whether an August graduation for
May term and summer graduates will be--
mandatory has not been decided yet. •
Most seniors still have the chance to
make their decision, as only a few ap-
plication Cards have been handed back
to the Registrar's Office.
But a lot of students have already
made plans for a May graduation which
they cannot rearrange.
"I think it's a great idea," said Karen
Bancroft, a senior advertising major
who is graduating in MAY:Although I
think almost ervone has their plans set
for May."
. Others like James Thurston, a senior
international affairs major, would
_ rather not have a separate ceremony.
- - "I wouldn't bother to go. I think they
-should let, people go to the May
.ceremony and just come back for classes
the way it used to be," he said
Alumnae: women's status at UMaine unequal
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ngFour aIumnaepresentvpa
on impressive careers in business,
engineering and health and human-ter-
sh-VS. told a Little Hall audience that the.
equal employment opportunity.female
role modeh for students and other basic
equalities for women are generated at an
alarmingly slow pace at UMaine
These alumnae were insitcd to
UMaine by the Alumni Association and
Maine task force to lead a panel
dissussion on issues of equal represen-
tation for u-omen on campus, -
The panairstr were pmt.'s( the Presi-_
dent's Task Force on the Status of
Vs omen program that held forums in
January and February on .-unequal
employment. education and social
development of women at UMaine
The four panalists agreed that status
of women at the unisersity has not in
creased to a lesel equal with today*.s
working world.
In fact, they said. Task Force forums
on 49ftleff s gat u_s_aLt he_universii), were
held during their college sears in the
I 970t and dealt with the same topics of
the recent Task Force meetmgs concer-
ning educational needs an equal employ-
ment opportunities. .
"Things don't look that different
than from when we were here There arc
"The administration does not supply
good IOIC Models for students," said
the consultant for Health and Human
Sers ices and a former associate deputy
commissioner for health in the Maine
Department of Human Services. .
Riley said due to the limited role
models, female students may not choose
a career in academe that would lead_to
future models for women because they
feel a tension within the institution. .
Nancy Churchill Flobrow. a 1971
graduate and an engineer- with New
England and New ‘'ork Telephone. said
during her college career she was treated
as an equal bs,her male peers, but there
were no female role models at the
uniscrsits in her major and the ad-
ministration offices Were prodominate-
Iv male
However, said The first female
engineer for the state of Vermont, in-
solsement with female support groups,
roommates and women in her dorm en-
couraged her success in her studies that
eNcntually lead to an area operations
manager for New York Telephone Net-
work Ungincering.
JoAnne Unnold Wells, a 1971 alum-
ni, a hearing impairment consultant in
the Falmouth Shoo' System. said she
Phi Beta Kappa
cult) members and students who are members .
of Phi Beta Kappa are invited to participate in ac-
tivities of Delta Chapter at the University of MAine
Contact: Kathryn Olmstead, secretary
107 Lord Hall 581-1281
11,1)GOLINEIV 11630612EM
750 Stillwater Ave
Movies - Tues. $1.50
Wed. $1.00
The Buddy Holly Story
A Prayer For Dying
The Wild West
The Lost Boys
Revenge of the Nerds II
827.5504
Coming Soon
Laundry Mat
VIDEOS-MEGABUCKS-BEVERAGES
OPEN 6:00 am to 1 1:3 Opm DAILY
FRI. & SAT TR 12:30 am 'SUNDAY Tit 11:00
Sandra Bartolini Lawrence, the first
female vice president of Gillette's New
Productions and Business Deselopment
Company.said had a -wonderful en-
vironment" and a support groups dur-
ing her college career that focused on
goals and social issues.
However. when she approached a
faculty member in the College of
Business Administration-, she was told
there were no women involved in the'
program. It was suggested that she at-
tempt introductory business courses in-
stead of tr_anferring to the business
college.
Lawrence enrolled in those courses.
received A's and has continued a suc-
cessful career with the Gillitte Company
ihat ;per at es- in Crinadair_Ssirop.
United States
In addressing an question from the
audience on the barriers some women
face at the university, Bobrow said "If
you feel helpless, boy, you are going to
be alone and be helpless." She sug-
gested contacting the State of Maine
Legislature.
• Riley added, getting involved with a
-large number of people, forming sup-
port groups could encourage a change
in female inequality for intellectual,
educational and social climates on
campus.
TIAT
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presents an All-Star etening,m d y 1
3 Great Stars
Dennis Miller
Saturday Night Live's
Weekend Update Anchor!
Margaret Smith
You've seen her on HBO
Specials 8r Late Night with
David Letterman
Tom Gilmore
Rising Comedy Star from
Boston!
Thursday, March 3rd, 8:00 p.m:
Maine Center for the Arts
Dennis Miller's show "...is a viciously funny barrage of nasty,
observations" according to the New York T1?lleS
Tickets are on sale now: All seats reserved
$4 for UM Students with IDTA11-Seats0
$8 General Public
Box Office window open 10-3 weekdays & 1-1/2 hours before curtain time.
'Visa/ Mastercard/checks/cash.
The special UM Student ticket price is subsidized by your Student Life Fee
through The Union Board
David Copperfield
Magicianf CBS TV --
The oul,i t-taine
4
ru,. I hursdas %larch 3. mu
Gore fails
TUSCALOOSA, AL. (CPS) — Sen.
Albert Gore's (D-Tenn) strategs. for
scoring a big win in the South during the
March 8 "Super Toestlas" primaries
doesn't seem to be Playing well among
Southern collegians.
If students at the University of .
Alabama are typical, Gore has failed to
stir much interest at all.
Res. Jesse Jackson and Rep. Jack
Kemp (R-N.Y.) appear to be the can-
didates who base es oked the most stu-
dent support.
The only real passion arched to Gore
on campus seems to be a dislike for
Gores- wife Tipper, who once tried to
force record companieslo label albums
that had anything to do With the occult.
sex.or siolent themes.
to attract Southern collegians
"I think students are especially of-
fended by that campaign, by someone
trying to tell them what to do." said
Ty. Seale program director of the cam-
pus radio station. "TUT would really
affect how studerns feel if it becomes an
"
•'She can't be an asset." said senior
Walt cruthrie, "not if-he's trying to ap-
peal to the young voter '-'-
On his concert tour through other
parts of the country, musician Frank
Zappe — who -testified in Congress
against Tipper Gore's campaign to cen-
sor rock lyrics — sets up tables in
audit oriiitro,encOliraging young people
to regiiter to: vote. pretumabty'agaimt
candidates endorsing 'censorship.
Student soters are responding.
the most (peoPle) we've ever
registered 'in - Albany Count said
'Shelley Kath, a league of Women
. %Viers member who coordinated the
registration drive atit Feb: Ilaripa con-
cert in.Albany, N.Y. _
()II the other hand Chuck Walden. ihe
preUdent of Dragon Slayer Productions,
.Christian student music production
agency ,at Alabama. said Tipper Gore's
attempt to clean up rock will *in tier
husband support in the South, especially
among comers atis C8. •
But "it's my experience that most ,
parents give a rip." Walden said "1
don't think. it will be an issue because
nobody knows-about it." -
On more sisible issues Gore. who has ,
attempted to pontas himself as the
EXPERIENCE the MAGIC of COFFEE!
Listen to what they're saying about
BRUCE JOHNSON...
"The audience loved you!!"
- tit%
.1.
eit1-0
Sponsored
COFFEE
DEVELOPMENT GROUP
Disco‘er How Wonderful
Coffee Can Taste!
!FREE COFFEE!
Where: Bear's Den
When: Thurs., Mar. 3
3:00 p.m.
C4tit /Ss
-11,t4tC)Coi
%;411'4'
4474'
Classifieds
1-4rn Shundrcds weeklyS in your
spare time. United Sees ices of
America is looking for
honicworkers to perform. set:
%ices. Incentive programs
asailable. Forz information send
large self-addressed stamped
-envelope to U.S,A: -24307 Magic
M,tn. Pkwy., Suite 306;
CA 91355.
EDUCATION JOBS FALL
1988-Local & National. Place-
ment, Service Teachers/Admin.
all subject areas. CONTACT: J E
Mack, Education Job Search, Box
223, Georgetown. MA 01833(617)
352-8473
Orono apartment. - showing, and
leasing apts for next fall for_ ap-
pointment call 827-2402 or
827-7231.
Earn up to $5,000 this school year
managing on-campus marketing
programs for top national com-
panies. Flexible part-time hours.
Must be a Jr . Sr., or Grad stu-
dent. Call Randi or Dee at (800)
592-2121.
The Cape Cod Association of
Children's Camps is represented
by 20 resident and day camps, all
offering rewarding summer
employment opportunities to male
and female applicants. For in-
disidual camp information and
brochure call (617) 428-257" or
write: CCACC. Camp Burgess,
Stowe -Rd.. Sandwich, MA, 02563.
P'NUTS FOOD COOP is open
today. 'Thurs. 4-7-p.m. We will
also be open usual hours Mon
and Thurs during break. We have
organic fruits and segetables inc.
oranges, apples, carrots and
tomatoes. Wr also stock tofu.
yogurt, nuts, dried fruit and Ben
and Jerry's Ice Cream. Location.
Basement of Chadbourne Hall.
CAT FOUND on cam
young male orange has
to Bangor Humane Society 3
Summer employment processing,
manufacturing. & route drivers.
Apply in person weekdays 8-4 Get -
chell Bros. One Union St..
Brewer.
Going on sabbatical? •
Going on summer vacation?
Graduate student seeks house-
sitting position for summer and/or
next school year. Will pay rent.
Call Leslie at 2544 days 8664383
nights.
Classifieds are Sir per line. They
are pubiished on Ines. & I bars.
and are dee Mon. & Wed. before
noon.
Democrats' most conservative can-
didate, isn't-- cOnvincing, Guthrie
maintained
"What's he saying besides Tin a
Southerner and I'm a c-onsersaiiiier. • •
Guthrie asked Conservatise voters has r
a "whole Other party to sote for."
Consersative Jonathan Cross. a
Junior at Alabama, thinks Gore will do
well in Alabama and called him "the
one to watch. " Southerners will Itkr
him because "he's good -look Ina he
speaks well and has strong religious con
sictions but is not a fanatic."
- Yet Cross, who toyed with supporiin.:
Gore, won't sote for him beiausc
Republican candidates. particularly Ness
York t'ongressman 'Jack Kemp. ate
more appealing
Kemp, in fact appears lobe the day:
mg of -most campus consers atis
Nationwide. polls among members ot
the Oiliest Republicans, Young
Americans for Freedom and Student,
for America regularly recorded as much
-as-70 percent of the groups! membership
favorina Kemp over any other can
---
_ritdate, regardless of piny -
In Alabama. voters tan participate in
either the Democratic or Republican
primaries regardless of party affiliation
Among the Democrats. Jackson was -
the ants presidential candidate to slut
the campus and organize student sup
port. has (-soled passionate feelings
among black students. said Afro-
,. American Association officer Thomas
COO '
Jackson registered hundreds of new
voters when he siuted the Alabama
campus, and his calls for social Justice
are particularis appealing to student.,
added senior Alrfla Nelson
Get a jump on Summer employment!
is seeking waitresses and doormen to work part
time shifts now through the summer months.
Apply in person, evenings 8:30 p.m.- 10 p.m.
r
 "PC 3C1CMC 3C3C 3C 3C3C-3•C 3C
Spring Cleaning Sale at Dr. Records!!!
,
'Were doing our spring cleaning early this year,
and have merchandise that lust has to gip!
Special closeout cassettes • $3.00 each
Special closeout Ws • $2.9945.99 0 or, 1O4sor
& Selected 111 titles - $1 to $2 off remislar price
PLUS
Coupon
Good for off any purchase of
non
-sale merchandise
Limit 1 per customer per visit
otter expires 3i411313
Or.Records & Mr. Fix-it
20 Main St.,Orono; 866-7874
Open Thurs. & Fri. evenings 111 8 pm
sc a< 3C ICIC 'CSC IC IC 3C3C 3{3C3C3C
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Start W. te•
Picaiao said **Art washes away from the soul the dust
of eseryday life. "
The dust of eseryday life in Orono can be washed
awas with a slot to the University of Maine art depart
ment's 20th Annual Faculty An Show.
Until late March. the Carnegie studios are hosting
an eclectic collection, titled Esprit de Corm, fcatur
ing the - hork of seseral faculty artists.
Michael Lewis. chair of the UMaine art department,
said '• The two characteristics which best describe these
exhibitions over the years are the great diversity of ar-.
usu.-  interests, and the consistentls high professional
quality of the work produced. "
The show features small pallidium pants of land-
scapes, to large wale three dimensional drawings, to
sculptures that explore new dimensions of the plastic
arts. Each piece offers a glimpse at the worlds that
others create, whether it is Michael Lewis' intricately
detailed Maine seascapes. James linehan's abstract
spiritual landscapes of New Zealand, Susan Grace's
geometrical time and spacescapcs. or Nina Jerome's
fragments of dreamscapes.
"It is our hope." Lewis said, to charge the
cultural atmosphere with the energy, emotion, intellect
and skill of our creause efforts."
JAMES UNEHAN
James I inehari, UMaine associate professor of art,
has two distinctly differentypes of work in the 1988
faculty art show.
Three pieces were actually proposals submitted to
the "Maine Arts Commission Percent for Art Pro-
ject," which targets 1 percent of the construction
costs for neals -constructed state buildings for the in-
clusion of art.. '
The three proposals featured in the show, miniature •-•
representations of large scale murals, each incorporate
arialeatir the history of the community combined with
educational images
The proposals, all of which were targetted for new -
Is constructed public schools, portray concrete every-
day images - trees, chairs, apples. but place them in
unusual 'relations to each other. l inehan's chairs are
sometimes flsing through the air, or set unnaturally
.- in a forest scene; they mingle the u_sual with the
unusual to unsettle our expectations.
The other set of Linehan's paintings, inspired by .his
recent trip to New Zealand, are abstract portrayals of
impressions of the area. "Somehow New Zealand
needed a different treatment," Linehan said. "I
- spent a king time thinking about other things than Art b) Susan Grote
what the place looked like; I wanted capture what it
felt like "
inehan's New Zealand landsZapes arc paintings
hich combine large undefined blocks of color that
angle together unexpectedly. The juxtaposition of
colors—orange, purple, pea-green, or turquoise, elicit
the emotion of alien impressions.
"1 he colors of the land, sky, water and earth arc
all symbolized in sarious ways abstract1N, "
Linehan explained.
SUSAN GROUT
Susan Groce. associate professor of art, has on ex-
hibit three large-wale one:dimcnsional portrayals of
threedimensional geometrical pattermngs which play
with the typical human comprehensions of time and
space.
Inspired by the remnants of the ancient architectural
Anasizi ruins in the south west United States. Groce
twists the shapes and angles of the maze-tike depic-
tions to twist and angle our traditional perceptions.
Resembling the abstract image-play of Escher. Groce
transforms the image of a three dimensional block In-
to a paper thin sheet, with an imperceptible transition,
or curls the edges of *hat we originally percieved as
stone.
Groce said about her work that "The multiple
perspectises and fragments are analogous to historical
interpretation and to the hvsicall • mem vet elusive-
-
ly layered ruins of oast civilizations."
The pictoral effect of wall-like projections is 4chies-
ed by minute changes in a pervasive pattern. resemb
ing static on a television, which forms itself into sha
b) varying the degrees of gray, but neser losing he
oscrlying pattern.
The large architectonic scale of Grace's work tem-
poral in its delay of unified perception and s ial its
physical presence. Groce also combines a t poral
subject matter (ancient ruins) with the spatial epresen-
tation of maze-like structures.
Consequently, Groce's pieces make it im issible for
us to separate the abstract notions of s and time.
DEBORAH DE MOUE!! D _ . .
The sculptures of Associate Pr essor of Art
Deborah De Moulpied are abstract orkings of the
plastic arts; she •"thermo-forms" exiglass. 'Using
techniques that she essentially dcsi ed. Dc Moulpied
creates textural pieces, resembh bone or delicate
tissues, that fit together in layer
Esprit de Corps features piec from two separate
series, the Endo-exo Series an• the Holon Series.
Dc Moulpied said the End exo pieces "resemble
in image form a skeletal strut: ure, the 'something' in
the interior of a person or a mal ... that the growth
pushes out from, like an c •°skeleton."
(Sc, ART page 15)
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Robyn Hitchcock And
The Egyptians
Globe Of Frogs
With all of the criticism XTC recei% -
ed for sounding too much like The
Beatles on their last album. Skylarking.
Robyn Hitchcock should be in. for a
rude reception from res 'ewers for he
- and the Egyptians' latest release. Globe
Of Frogs. -
Such will probably not be the case
hoWever, as most reviewers and critics
are "ga ga" over this band _
Still, there is a definite Beatlesque feel
running throughout Gicdie Of Fr-o-e-.., that
can not be ignored. Part of this is due
to Hitchcock's voice, and his lyrics
which are similar in style, though not in
content, to post Sgt. Pepper Beatles,
Ultimately, it is the music that ties Hit-
chcock to the Fab Four. -
Nowhere is this more obvious than on
"Balloon Man." the album's first
single. It's bouncing rubber ball bass.
minimal straight forward drumming.
simple acoustic guitar melody, and ac-
companying lyrics that don't seem to"
mean much without close inspection
(not that they have to). sung in a happy-
go-lucky manner bears strong
resemblence to the late sixties Beatles.
Other songs bearing The Beatles'
trademarks are "Unsettled," and
"Sleeping With Your Devil Mask,"
one of the best_songs_on_the
does-rt
aounds the same. There is definitely a
--variety- of -sounds -percent; Evert --the-
"Beatlish" songs encompass a wide
range of styles.
Globe Of Frogs begins with "Tropical
Flesh Mandela," which resembles a
funky "Money For Nothing" as might
be performed by The Meat .Puppets.
- "Luminous Rose" sounds 'like pro- •
gressive funeral parlor MUSK and com-
piernentars eulorn. The ink cut features
one of those Genesis drumbeats
popularized the old Michelob cOmmer-
vials. "The Shapes Between Us Urn In-
to Animals" is perfect soundtrack
material for a set fi horror spoof. And
Jim Morrison %souk) probahl% have had
an orgasm over the lyrics in "Flesh
Number One (Eleatic Dennis)...
A gelato of stars, or a small solar
system at least, appear on Globe Of
Frogs, Glenn Tilbrook of Squeeze. sings
harmony vocals on "Flesh Number One
( Beat le Dennis)." and the un-
mistakable .suitar -work --of R.E.M.'s
Peter Buck is heard on "Chinese
Bones" and "f1esh14.umber One (Bettie.
Dennis)," a song that probably been
mentioned enough.
As if feeling the need to defend the
abstractness of his lyrics, Hitchcock
writes on the hack cover, "ThisliThum
does not deal with the conventional pro-
blems of so-Called real life, about which
it's so hard to talk because orthodox
_ Imes of cliche havebeen devised for andj 
Somewhere. Bryan Adams is saying
-"I-don't get rt." and somewhere-elle, -
Robyn Hitchcock is smiling
'
Summer Student
Employment
'0 the
Department of Residential Life
Beginning March 21st, ap-
the West Campus Office, 101
Wells Commons. Applications
plications will pe accepted at
I
may ube ad ount i an pppelriscoant , 
application
o
packet will be mailed.
Inspectors
A band's first record is in some was
the easiest, and in others, the hardest.
It's easy because the band has nothing
rise out to be compared with. It's hard
because the band must decide %%tether
_to do vshat they want.ot what thes think. _
the public wants:
All too often, bands go with what
the think the public wants, those ate
the bands that no one has cscr heard of.
Such is not the case with the Inspectors.
For their first album, Hey. the
Inspectors- lead singer and keyboardist
Bill f'obsell, bassist Dick Holmes.
drummer Craig Record, and guitarist
Tim Leighton- have chosen to go with
hat they like best, an infectious com•
bination orpop and R&B rock 'n' roll
that is extremely dancabk.
Hey opens a Ith "No Ordinary
Lose." which seises as an appetizer,
building up to the main course. The
song's beat gels your dancing shoes,
stashed in a closet someplace. tapping.
On the sultry, pianotexturedopening
of "There Goes The Neighbor hood. '•
futon-snapping _joint the now more sub-
dued dancing shoes. The song has the
feel of a hot August night out on the fire
escape of a Philadelphia tenement
budding, with Dave Wakefield's sax-
ophone coming from the gut. in a 1.-
shin. sitting in ins window across the
elks.
An interesting contrast surfaces in
'"Ducli And Cover" The funk
almost -happy, bear: *1th Howard
Jones-like keyboards. doesn't quite
 match the -sobeiety--of the Iola— The-
lon; IS a spoof oh ;oserecnient training
films in the '60s. aimed at teaching
school children What to do in case of 3
nuclear attack. However, "Duck and
covet. you might be standing on zero
ground Duck and cover don't let the
bieone catch you standing_ around.'
apply, in a very real sense, to the situa
-HOU today Colwell calls it black humor
• Black indeed.
"Make Up Your Mind" has a sharp
urban feel, laced with touches of oettios
Jackson. Above the music yowcan hear
the closet door rattling as those dancing
shoes strain to escape. . .
If you don't release them during
"Slake Up Your Mind." call the
carpenter because the first feu chords
of "Don't Few•at About Otit Love" will
bring the door crashing down as the
shoes burst out and talc your feet
hostage. Hopefully the curtains will he
closed so that your neighbors won't see
you dancing on the table. The rhythm
section of Record and Holmes, while
sobd throughout; ate at thew _tust
bete.
Side two begins with "Pride t Before
The Fall." arguably .the best cut on
the album. It's sound stands out as be
IfIS bigger, fuller, and richer than the
other soap. Colwell's stabbing organ
takes a back seat to Tim Leighton is he
lays down some nasty gutter licks on ti
fast paced piece As a singer. -( +Awe_
does a fantasise sob of not sounding like
lure Hey page
A spirited quiz:
How high is your drinking I.Q.?
the nationally known public opinion
research firm, Kane, P111301113 - and
Associates, recently conducted a survey
of consumers of alcoholic be% erages for
The Scotch Whiskey Association (whose
members include 110 distillers and
blenders), and the results are in! •
tty tins "spirited" rest compiled
from Own report, and find out what you
really know about the ties-craws you.
drink_
11Scotch V1hiskey is an all-natural
drink. True or False?
TRUE, Although 47 percent of those
surveyed answered "false," Scotch
whiskey is made only with cereals, water
and yeast - all natural ingredient+.
--- 2)A standard serving of whisky Con-
tains more alcohol than either beer or
wine. .True r False?.-
FALSE. While fewer than 50 percent
of those sit:vestd bdicsed this_stacinci.•.
to be true, one out of three people-did
know that a standard sets inaof whisk.
(1.5 at ). beer (12 oz.). and wine (5 or I
all contain .6 ounces of alcohol per set
sing - exactls the same amount
3)Many countries produce Set).
whisky. True or False'
FALSE. The majority of people
surseyed did not know that Scotch
whisky is only made in Scotland The
facts are that Scotch whisky must, bs
liok. be distilled and matured :n oak
casks in Scotland for a minimum of
three years (four years for U.S.A ) You
should always check the label on the
bottle to ensure that it is the genuir,
product from Scotland.
4l-Scotch, known as the -
man's beverage' is the drink of older
lief Quit page ",
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1
Ask Dr. Ruth
hilt' I ia as out of the counir. t
went to a fabulous brothel, famous
around the world. and fell for those old
'•when in Rome do as the Romans" Mad
"I descrse this esperience
fallacies. I meat to the brothel as
tourist, just to set the place and base a
drink or two, but I left as a trick with
a Case of gonorrhea.
I he drinks helped my fall from good
• sense. so I caught a dose and stayed
some extra dabs overseas getting it
cleared up. 'sow I am worried about
basing risked esposurr to the
virus and hair not had ses with my wife
since coming home. She has the•situa-
Sion figured out although I have admit-
ted nothing.
I see what has to be done. I hair to
Sell her the truth. %o please tell me how
So take the ikst step with some kind of
Uile. or at leap without coienng mewl(
with a fake kk of remorse I dita't real-
!, feel.
A litink  you really_slo feel somc,.
 remor_se-Os-tegic or you wouldn't be—
  
orrvin1_1Llilii-Ans1 .let mt say_thal
some reire.-,111- least Id us 4:11 it regret.
is cern/minty the right thing to have
Beaune the situation is definitely regret
table. For sou to have this loss of
frankness with sour wife, this fear of
has ing been exposed, this fear of pass-
ing something fatal on to her, is regret-
table And obviously you do regret it.
because those fess drinks sou had did
not make a permanent idiot out of you.
When we base the good sense to
-regret something, at least let us not,
regret having /rind sense. .
In the pact. I base often told people
not to burden their spouses with un-
wanted confessions. If a husband-or
wife Slipped from fidelity and felt gull-
- es, that was no reason to gise this
.-4,unwelciune and ramps on news to the
faithful one, the decetsed one. But in the
present era ans infidelity puts both the
spouse who was unfaithful and the in-
nocent one in rase danger So sou has.-
to say sou got drunk, the exotic place
and the drinks oscrcame your good
sober city
- -frightened and very. 'very 'sorry.
l'our *de will not doubt that you are
serious. It is a sees' serious dilemma sou
are in, and if you arc worried about
what krischif sislc sou show, then you
are %%posed about the wrong thing. You
just line to realire how serious this is
and act serious.
ou definitely - base to see a doctor
and hase the. test for the AIMS virus an-
tigen. \rid obey sour doctor about
as ()Wing an actisns with your vide that
might pass the %Otis on to her. This
period of privation will go on for half
a scar at least. possibls more • it is no
joke. I don't say it outlaws any and all
sexual actisity. but rubbing together f ul
ly clothed is about all sou can really vor
*Quiz 
you have to make amends
somehow. If poSoble take your wife on
.1 terrific trip to someplace she wants to
sint.--And-by that mean you should let
her pick the destination
I am sure sou would not want your
wife to get even by having a • fling
herself. Even in the fool's paradise of
a few years ago, when so many people
thought sexually transmitted diseases
were a bygone joke and when we had
drugs to cure them easily, you would not
have liked that. But now I hope she
herself understands that any such
revenge would he too dangerous to
herself to be considered.
Q. I as '73 and I think something is
missing from life. My husband, a sear
iounger than I am, says he does not
want to hair what he calls geriatric sex
although he wants to go on lising with
me affectionately and companionably.
I hair the growing feeling that I am
entitled to shared atm with somewas else
If he on ' t omtvs.Tdoa1uped
the impossible, only semiceogieration
or accommodation from ms husband.
Otherwise. I look elsewhere. N hat do
vou think?
s I would avoid giving- an
ultimatum I would not say that if he
doesn't come across you are going,st,
find another sex partner. I wouldn't say
It to him Of to yourself, because it would
probably be counterproductise.
It is not likely to change sour bus-
band's mind about what should go on
-.inside that marriage of sours. A threat
-like that would probably jUrA make-him
stick to his derision But I do think that
one partner really should not withdraw
from sex when the other wants it to go
on.
A man may base difficulties with sex,
usually psychological; he may not want .
to alter what he considers his old %ode'
sexual style - in preference to that he
may rather gise up shared sex entirely.
I think he should be reasoned with, and
told that going up all sex is more selfish
than heroic, and sen saddening to his
wife._ •
He should be persuaded to suit a
marital I:Ounselor. or better, a sex
therapist'w ho can do marital counseling
as well, if he can't understand his wife's
wanting to maimain the old shared in-
timacies. Because a desoted husband,
reaching - that age, wilt continue to
pleasure his wife gladly if she does not
demand full participation on his part.
Perhaps you might want to give your
husband a, copy of my • new pamphlet.
How to Improve Your Sex Life. This
lust may gist him basic information that
could ' '.• sour sill. lion For a zop,
send SI and a stamped, self-addressed,
kgals .- -metope to Dr. Ruth Now to
Your Scx ife. P Hos
rsise '17- -1 9
adults lover 55). True or False?
FALSE. Scotch is the drink of
Americans of all ages. 1 hilly-one pc:
cent of Scotch-drinkers inrcrsiewed were
in the 25-34 age bracket and 47 percent
were lit-oaten ages and 54. Only 21
perixtit were over 55.
5)Therc is a difference between blend-
ed Scotch and single malt Scotch True
or False?
UWE. Blended Scotch is a bietid ot
as many as 50 indis idual Septch malt
and Scotch grain whiskies. Single malt
is the product of one distillery, and is
bottled and sold as such.
Slightls more than one-third of those
asked, said they knew there wasirdit-'-
iontinued from page ro
ferencr but, when asked to explain.
Scotch drinkers were,no more likely to
answer correctly than non-Scotch
drinkers. Blended Scotch ounts for
more than nine out of es en 10 bottles
sold worldwide. -
(OA standard seising of Scotch
whisks has fewer calories than standard
senings of wine or beer. True or Faise?
TRUE. People who watch their
‘alswits should order a Scotch and water
tor soda), since 1.5 minces of Scotch
contain only. 104 calories, compared to
120 calories for a fise-ounce glass of
wine, and between 130 and I 40.calories
for a 12-ounce glass of beer These are
all regular bar measures
twin,
John Rebstock presents plane tickets to Sarah (lover, the winner of a spring
break trip to Florida. in a drawing sponsored bs Rest ife.
ey  leostiaued from page 61
skinny ljule white_man_ that_heis.---halllad on- 440.—Vifilteit -aud---se •
-"Wort& is a lamenting lave
g with art almost "toka" feel rothe
melody. The song comes across on two
The first is the obvious, two peo-
ple in lose who can't be together.
The second level is more tragic. It's
about two people in lose, who are ac-
tually lising together, hut aren't able to
communicate their feelings towards each'
other.
"Worlds Apart" lets you relax and
catch your breath, which is good
because with the next song,
your shoes will be at it
again. This organ quenched number is
a dancaholic's delight
- The Inspectors hit the brakes hard for
"-Can't Feel Ourf Love." the lone
- Leighton (the other 10 songs are Col.•
`TItt—sOng features 1Dive
-Wakefield on saxophone. Sandvitched
between "Downtime" and "Tired Of
loon'.". another another foot stomp-
ing R&B rocker, "Can't Feel Our Love
shows the band's reflective side.
Hey closes with "Call Me Up," an
a cappella song that Colwell wrote years
ago when in the Radiators.
It is a fitting end to an album that
captures the different sounds and fresh
perspective of a-band striving to stake
out its territory in the music world.
, Granted, they still base a long way to
go, but Hey is definitely a step in the
right direction.
Dance Club
6 Central St. Downtown Bangor
Thursday Nights Are
Back!
Every Thursday Night is
Live Band Nite
at 2002
t
Non-Alcohol
Appearing this
Thursday
SHY BOYS
Hours
Thurs 8 p m -12 30 a f'
ri 8 p M =4.00 a m
Sat 8 p m -4.00 a r
P•I Sat Happy
Hour 8 9 00
Reduced - 
Live DJ's every Friday and Saturday
Save $1.00 on cover with your Maine Student ID
Dress code required
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Editorial 
Working for
Single mothers in Maine may find a difficult strug-gle in trying to support themselves and theirchildren on the assistance they receive from the
government, but they find an even more difficult strug-
gle in trying to work to support them. C'hildcare isn't
the onlv problem these women are facing.
The maximum level of assistance to a Maine AFDC
(Aid to Families with Dependent Children) family of
three as of January 1988 is $416 per month. A max-
imum of $228 per month in food stamps can be issued.
but a .family won't receive the full amount if it is
already getting AFDC assistance. If the family has any
income at all, these figures would be reduced.
Is this enough to feed and clothe growing young
bodies? Is this enough to give them a good home with
heat and running %Saler? What will they have to do
without that most 'Others take .for granted.
The solution to this problem may seem simple _-- why
 
wiesat I the mother just get a job -- .77:---- - -- - -
The answer may be surprising. It's not necessarily
because she doesn't want to work, it may be...becausc
a,
life of povert
rewarded with a life of pOsertS,•• the Feb. 26 Bangor
Daily News. quoted Maine House Speaker John Martin
as saying in support of a bill that would increase the
state's minimum wage by 40 Cents per hour within two
years.
House Majority Leader John Diamond of Bangor is
sponsoring the bill, which would raise the state
minimum wage from $3.65 per hour to $3.85 by 1989.
.ancito S4_05 by 1990. .
Perhaps such an increase would encourage more
AFDC recipients to seek employment. but as it is now.
why would they want to look for work?
Why should they work long, hard hours for less
money than the government is willing to stye them for
doing nothing?
Maine's minimum wage as it stands now is 30 cents
higher than the federal minimum.
Governor John R. McKernan Jr. has said that any in-
crease in the- minimum wage should be dialed at the
federal level
While this may  bi-true„,_ Maine should take careqt: its
she can get more money through AFDC thin sb _
working a 40-hour week at a minimum wage job
without these benefits.
A family would receive $584 a month. This amount is
less than they probably.' would re else from AFDC and
food stamps.
"A full-time, 40-hour work week should not be
tic44
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Dave Greely
W ow, what an honor!
With R. Kevin Dietrich taking a
week off from writing his generally
inflammatory and offensive column.
he asked me to-sit in for him
Seeing as how I could never he as
controversial as R. Kevin. I'm just
Vona to let fly With.whatever comes
to mind
The University of Maine powers-
that-be arc considering moving all
UMaine basketball games; both
men's and women's to the Bangor
Auditonum.'
-Corne-ust---folliptirbe reasonatite
The basketball programs list the
teams as the University of Maine.
Black ScasvaitX--ths Bangor -.Black-
Bears. Considering- that most college
students don't have the money to at -
ford cars, this could pose a problem
, With the two teams both having.
considerable suc..ess. students would
like to see them play. Driving to
Bangor is quite an inconvenience
when there iv a facility on campus
that has been used for years. Either
continue to use Memorial Gym
RASI1A111 or build a new facihts Don't
move the games to Bangor.
That brings up something else
It seems the intellectuals on: cam
pus are against spending a lot of
money on new athletic facilities. Isle*,
athletic facilities are not going to turn
the University of Maine into the
University Of Nevada/ Las Vegas
Just because our teams are suc-
cessful. doesn't mean academics are
going to suffer. Successful teams are
kind of fun. Everybody complains
when the teams lose, but when
something is dorse,to improve them.
es cis body ..omplains too.
Without a commit awn' on the pan
of the university, the teams aren't go-
ing to he successful.
I sas we binkt a dome A huge one.
I like winning teams. don't you?
Speaking of winning teams, how
'bout that Black Bear hockey team?
I can't see them losing. That would
usiisirihing sweet to have a national
championship. Absolutely eveo
hockey player contributes. The Al •
fond Arena is a _madhouse'. See you'
in Lake Placid for the Final Four
Oh yeah -Welcome back Ent
Weinrich.
Speaking of Eric. I don't env%
hockey coach Shawn Walsh:•He was
faced with a tough decision when he
found out Weinrich was returning
But how do you not welcome a player
of his caliber with open arms?
Back to hoops_
Thc point guard tandern of Mats,
Rossignol and Todd Hanson is doing
a heck of a job.
Ross:gnat has handled his switch
from shocaeito passer with grace and
Hanson is providing a spark off the
bench.
T.J. Forester can "flat out stick
the jumper."
Coco Barry and Guy Camas are
dominating the boards.
Reggie Hanks is the most exciting
thing to happen to UMame basket-
ball since Rufus Harris.
Speaking of Rufus, it's about time
his number is retried.
The Daily Maine Ct
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Encourage the depressed
To the editor: America. and French Canada.
it's far from unusual to set
Power of Love. Problems of close heterosexual friends
Inhibition. In American socie- touching each other, and in
ty. people scent to hase tremen- some situations lose is express-
dous difficulty outwardly ex- ed serbally. Some people say
pressing lose toward family or "Well, this is the United States,
friend-s. This is because of two and we don't do that!" Is that
false assumptions. First, many so? Hase you eser watched
people mistakenhy assume that American males when they're
only effeminate people express drunk? People tend to be all
themselses this was, and se. • os-Cr each other then. right? All
cond. they assume the fact that mhibitions have been lost At
people already know about the least temporarily.
love their friends feel for them. Now, let's work on the se-
iv enough cond assumption and see
Neither theors is true In what's wrong with it, True,  the. 
\Wit errancan countries. Laftn—lierttlal-Mesebod741--
friend is usually reassuring
enough. However, people do
hase moods, and sometimes
the, need to hear something
regardless. The, don't need to
hear it because the don't
know. They need to hear it
because it calms the ncrs es, and
it works wonders for what folks
usually call depression.
So. the next time you see an
obviously depressed friend, say -
something. It usually works.
Paul Gutman
Estabrooke Hall --
Women 'A- soccer still dead
To it* editor:
Women's soccer - more dead
ends and disappointments. To
the dismas of myself and fellow
"teammates" our hopes for
achicsing a sarsits women's
soccer program for this fall
don't seem to be gaming much
headway. After completing a
sers promising season this past
fall, with no financial support
or recognition from the uniser-
sits we had hoped that our
presence wouid be felt and
some steps taken to install this
much desired program despite
that fact that it's not a but spec-
tator sport bringing in lois of
revenue.
In a column by Joni Ave-rill
last stint's on the resignation of
Stu Haskell, our former A.D.,
she quoted him as stating that
improsed facilities for women
and women's soccer were a top
priority for the incoming Al)
It's now almost the end of
Kevin White's first academic
sear and the University of
Maine, the largest in the
UMamc system, is the only one
of the institutions - besides
UMaine-Fort Kent not to
recognize the growing need to
facilitate a program as soon as
Student disappointed
fo the editor
I'm so mad at the Residential
Life Office. This office is total-
ly stupid The can': do
anything I mean they neser try
to help me. All they can say is
"sorry." I can't believe
somebody is paying for them.
I'm not going to pay for them
Well. what happened is that
I'm going to stay on campus
during spring break, They say
I's e got to stay in some lounge.
The thing is, I have no choice.
I am an international student
and it costs me S1,000 Of more
to get a ticket to go back home
and then come back here. I
want to rest during the break.
I don't ihini I Can rest in the
lounge,ALEstabrooke
I tried to get into, I mean.
sign into Estabrooke and there
was a room. But they said I'm
under 21, so I can't sign in. (As
sou know, only Estabrooke is
open durtng spring break.) This
is totally ridiculous. I'm 19, but
what's the difference between
19 and 21. What's the dif-
ference of age'
These are what pissed me off
"now , •" - but before, do you
know what the) did? They
didn't esen gise me a room on
campus. Fortunately. I
transferred from Husson, so I,
could stay at Husson for the
first two days. Then it was my
Complaint‘? Gripes? Frustrations? Let
us know about them! Maybe it'll make
a difference. Write to the Daily Maine
Campus, Suite 7a, Lord Hall
possible.
Ours isn't the first attempt to
go an official team, and it sure-
l won't be the last considering
the great spirit of growth in
girls' soccer programs
throughout Maine high schools
in the past few years. The hopes
we have may be beyond "our"
reach in "our" stay here at
UMaine, but for the sake of the
next generation we'll continue
to pursue our goal - that to at-
tain a team of varsity status -
with or without the support of
the university.
Lisa Callnan
Knox Hall
Fast was success
To the editor:
A sincere thank you to all the
students who participated in.the
OXFAM fast on Thursday,
Feb. 25. There were a total of
1,350 of you who fasted for
lunch that day making this the
second largest fast event in the
history of the university! The .
amount raised was 51,755.
Added to that total in other--
• donations is approximately 535
with collection cans still coming
in. The funds that we raised will
support, among other projects:
the creation of a safe. drinking_ -
water system by the townspeo- -
plc Manic& Province,
SloTambique ,
aterbuffalo. fertilizers and
training for unemployed sugar
workers on Negros Island.
Philippines: resources and
training to help people in El
Salsador who had left their
homes and rebuilt their
communities.
Again, thanks to hose of
you who are committed to
fighting the. very mats of world
hunger and to changing the
conditions that perpetrate
hunger, namely poverty, war.
discrimination. lack of basic
resources, or of access to those
--resources. The Social Justice
and Peace Committee is
grateful to those who helped
with the tables in the dining
commons. The OXFAM pro-
jeet will be undertaken again
next year along with other
similar projects for anyone in-
tetested in getting involved! 
Social Justice and
Peace Committee
nan Center
Sorority gives thanks
To the editor:
Gamma Sigma Sigma held
it's annual Dance-A-Thon on
Saturday. February 20. at the
Brewer Auditorium. There
were many organizations,
businesses and people who
with Residential Life
ads iser who talked with the,
stupid office to gise me
somewhere to stay. And they
gave me some room at Unis er-
sits Motor Inn to slay in. When
I got there (U.M.1.), the people
oft' M.I. didn't know I was
supposed to stay there, so
Ml. people contacted some
guy at the office who was at
home I got to w(alk all the way
back to campus from U.M.L.
more than 20 minutes. And do
you know what?. The
temperature was 20 below .zero
at the time. And do you know
what else? They Had rooms, so
it was my friend who checked
dormitories and found the
room. Finally I got a room.
This past tact and this mat-
ter of Estabrooke and spring
break just pissed me off. I feel
like it's not the:; problcir.
(Reside). Well, they hase some
house or some plan during the
break, so it really doesn't mat-
ter to them and it can be funny
to them. It's not funny to them.
It's not fun to me. I hope I can
can get out from on campus
right after this semester.
Actually, now I'm thinking
about transferring just because
this is ridiculous.
In addition, they (the stupid
office) told me to pay, for four
days which I was not on
campus.
Yukiko Nakayama
Balentine Hall
donated time and materials to
make this year's Dance-A-Thon
a success.
We would like to thank a few
of the groups on campus which
gase generously of their time
and resources. First, a giant
thanks to Circle K. They made
a large donation to the March
of Dimes, and sent one of the
Largest groups dancing that day.
Their help was invaluable. Se-
cond, thanks to the brothers-of.
Alpha Phi Omega who sup-
ported us by donating their
popcorn machine to the cause,
helping Bananas find his way
there, and dancing. Finally.
thanks to the faculty and staff
who came as judges, thanks to
all of you on campus who took
the time to coiled sponsors,
and dance for twelve hours,
and thanks to all of you who
sponsored someone dancing.
Together. we made the day a
success.
The Sisters of Gamma Sigma
Sigma
Aid for distplaced homemakers
To the editor
Have you lost your career as
homemaker because of
widowhood, separation,
divorce or disability of spouse?
The Displaced Homemakers
Project can assist you with
building self-confidence, career
exploration and job search
techniques in a supportive
environment.
A free Career/Life Planning
Workshop will be offered for
ten weeks beginning March 22
on Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 9:00-3:00 at Bangor
University College. A basic
skills brush-up in reading and
math will be offered by the
bangor Adult Learning Center
on Wednesdays from
9:30-1130 in conjunction with
the training.
Early registration is sug-
gested since enrollment will be
limited. To register for the
series or for more information
about this or other programs
call 91141-32 or I -S00-442-2092
*3333.
Ike Petersons
Bangor
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Women's History Week 1988
Women in the curriculum
Preliminary Schedule
"Reclaiming the past, rewriting the future"
Women's History Week 1988
Monday. Match Ttst
12.15-1.30 p.m
Sutton Lounge
4 5 p.m
Sutton Lounge
p m
101 Fittiviite Hail
Tuesday. March 22nd
12:15-130 p.m.
F F A. Room
1:36-5700 p.m.
F.F.A. Room
Pah-
AfishIe Coster tor the arts
Wednesday, Match
12 15-1 30 p.m
So Lown Room
1 5 p.m
F F A Room
• all events free unless otherwise indicated
PRESENTATION 19th Century Maine Women Authors by
Dorothy Healy a founder of the maine women Writers Collection Westbrook College
NATIVE AMERICAN PROGRAM TBA
PRESENTATION Keynote "frown Policy to Practice
Things We Never Knew About Women $ Wages
'by Alice Kessler-Harris. Profess°, of History. Heirship university This is co-scionsored by me
History Department as pan of the Caroline Colvin lecture Series iReception Follows)
PRESENTATION. "Nigerain Women in Agriculture by Dorothy Hayes. Painter The
paintings by Hayes have been printed into postcards. notecards.etc They are being
sold to raise money tor food for Nigeria
FILWVIDIO FESTIVAL. topics to be announced
: CONCERT "An Evening with the Roches-
" The Roches are three sister singers who have performed exclusively throughout the
 —1-k-SiA-10-anttrusiastic auchence&-Adrnisstir.
4-5 p.m.
No. & So. Lown Rooms
8 p.m
Damn Yankee
Thursday. March 24th
9 a.m.-5 p.m
F F.A. Room
4-5 p.m.
Sutton 'Lounge
12:15-1:30 p.m.
'Sutton Lounge
FrIday, ',forth 251h
12-.15-1:30 p.m
Sutton Lounge
1:30-500 p.m.
. 
_F-FJLAeora-. -
8 p.m
Co. Lounge
Monday, March 29th
12:15-1:30 p.m
Sutton Lounge
7:30 p.m.
Maine Center for the Arts
Tuesday. March 29th
7 p.m.
Room 202. Carnegie Hall
PANEL "Whew Have We Been. voters As ct3otnov* Students form Onward Program;
  
rherY1 GuShat. Donna Messier. Laura Uatill. Pameia Noyes Sherri Wellkand_arenets. _
Wentworth Moderators Joanne Green & Charlotte Herbold
WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONAL FAIR
Women's organizations from this area will distribute information recruit volunteers arid
sell things to raise money for theSe non-profit organizations
PANEL "Eminent Women at the University of Maine"
Connie Carlson, Professor Emeriti of English, Alice Stewart Professor Ementa of
History. and Kay Miles Durst. Professor Ernerita of Child Development
PERFORMANCE by Lucie Blue Trembley French Canadian Feminist Folk Singer Free
Admission Refreshments Cosponsored by 0 C B
BOOK EXHIBIT
Books and periodicals concerned with Women's Studiesieminism and all aspects of
women's lives, experiences, and accomplishments will be on exhibit Publishers'
catalogs and order forms for, many of the books and periodicals will be/available
PANEL-Differences from Within: A LOWat Different tifestylet in the Lesbian Culture
PRESENTATION 'Womens Rights'
Roberta Kunioff Attorney. Student Legal Services
LUNCHEON DISCUSSION Topic to be announced
FILM/WINO FES-T-IVAL-Tt,p 10.be- announced-
FILM "She's Nobody s Baby-
This film traces the history Of Minor, in the Century focusing on woman as a.
shrinking violet at the turn of the century. pt a vole-getter in the 20s. as a leader and
worker in the 30 s and 40's. as a baby-rneker in the 50's. as activist for civil rights and
peace in the 60 s and as a claimant of,freedom to grow in the 70s.Newsreel
Photographs. rpclio. and TV footage, dirtoons. and music document the roles women
have played and the progress they/have made in the 20th century Discussion follows
Refreshments
The Classroom Climate Revisited Chilly for Women Faculty.
Administrators and Graduate Students.- Bernice Sandler. Executive Director Project on.
the Status & Education of/Women A program of Rape Awareness Education
Friends Raping Friends'
Bernice Sandier Reception follows in the Bcxiwell Lounge
PRESENTATI9II4 Lecture and Slides by Kinectic Sculture Lin Emery Sponsored by the
Art Depart
1)t RIM; MARCH
Hudson Museum 
-Navajo Women. Artists/Weavers and Entreipeneurs '
Library - 'Women & Nutrition'
Native American Art
-Recent Library Acquittions
'AAUW and Censorship"
Memorial Union. Display cases Dorothy Mayes Prints
Reclaiming the Past Rewriting the FutUre-
SPONS00113 III THU NOW% I% THI ( I RRI( 111%4 PROGRAM
( 0-sPON.S1)R.s
,
Office of the Preside*. ( ortriew of I 'cation. College of Am and Sciences. Deis Office of 'oust-ruts ( ollegs..Offke of the %ice els-Went of StuderAttain, Office of the Vice PreAutew 'Academe Affairs. Office of the VOlt Presickei for Itewatat a Putths-laiorior. Office of the Vice Prrsideat of Ad 111
 
nuentration. Office of the Center for video Services. CooperanVe EllterM0f1 Sersice. Guest I coure Sem.. 1 Altar). Distinguished Locliert Series, Departmen! .of flit-metal Enomeerine. Crud Er.gmeenng. Public Aillistrabon Ilukisophy. Sliest* Communication. %shoo/ of %twill". Ems& so,00400 Of
u. of 110 A A. Sckoot ci Human Des elopmeni. Counsel.. Castel ( Arse of Rumness Adnun.stration, lournaltsot & thoeikauses. The Lomb tioaniThe Arthur I ord Fund and (lass of 1934 Fund, Continuing Education. 811(C81/ of labor Udiscation. 0 ( N . life. Canadian American ( env
F04rHine inuwination contact the Visinnan in the ( urroculum Of riot 141'5 Shuttles. I Maine. Oronoot !al 1.i...so 
For up lute,- I , A•s,,rame ontact 0 1 I ogue aninard &midge&  VItithnuth-Oniao-oLigt..... L110,4_.
- _
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b—
•Lizailes Bears surge past Wildcats
Cummings, Nobert,
Bouchard key SC
semi-final victory
Ain Minks
Most of the time the phtase, "A total
team effort" Is a cliche. used by modest
players to give credit to their teammates.
But after senior Liz Coffin was fell-
' injury onlym!o5feOncsaaY -5
t nwer sit) -or Mbene-Univitinr of fsle-w=
_Hamps.hile-Seabo&ilititiTi—rence tour-
nament game, the Black Bears respond-
ed with a textbook example of what the
cliche was meant to describe, and turn-
ed back the 'Cats 82-76 in the Pit
"West' always said that we win as a
team, and we lose as a team," said
UMaine Coach Peter Gasett ••11 was
time to test that (idea) 
was as impressive a win as we'se
had since I've been here.—
At different Junctures, all eight
players who saw- action for the Bean
were heroes. as UMaine built an
II -point first half lead, saw it slowly
melt awas, and then battled hack from
a fist-point deficit to take the von
The Heroes
ryst.a1( ummings 110 points, nine
rebounds) and Kell) Siobert oat points,
eight rebounds, and six assists) ?tiled the
void left h ('ohm's with intense,
hard-nosed basketball
(-ummings said she contentrated on
rebounding and playing more agressive-
ty when-she-vrent- mto-the-garne. -while -
Nobert said she looked to give the Bears
another kind of lift
"I wanted to pull-the team together,
and go us to play as a team. " she
said
•hreshman Rachel Bouchard. She
muw. led her way to 24 points and 14 re-
bounds. including eight of UMaine's 14
points in a run which gave the Bears a
30-19 lead live minutes after Coffin kit
the game .
She turned-on the afterburners again
late in the game, scoring 10 points in the
final 8:13, • kesing a 21-10 Bear spun
which erased the five-point deficit and
put LMainc
 ahead by as many as eight
points in the final minute.
*Cathy 'atone: The 5-2 sophontote
speedster dished for a game-high . 10
assists and bombed away for eight
points from the outside.
•Ilen Smart She scored 10 of her 14
points in the first half, pros iding some
. of the outside firepower that left her
Trontcourt teammates free to do their
own damage.
•Debbic• Duff, who hammered four
of her five shots home en route to eight
points, including a huge 18-footer from
the right hand corner which tied it at
74-74 at the 3:26 mark.
After the Wildcats battled to within
six at the end of the first half, the two
teams traded hoops for the first seven
minutes of the second stanza.
But after Karen Pinkos and Beth Cur-
ran scored four points each, and Kris
Kinney added a hoop of her own, the
'Cats led 66-61 with 9:04 left.
That was when Bouchard came to
life, igniting a Black Bear charge. First._
she took a Nobert feed and hit a spinn-
ing six-footer to make it 66-64.
Then, after Curran andMelissa Pfef-
retie sandwiched hoops around a Cum-.
mints score, Bouchard spun again and
hit from four feet to make it 70-68,
UNH.
"The whole season has been incredi-
bk." Bouchard said. "I decided that
a rebound into a layup to make it 72-72
with 4:01 left.
Bouchard gave the Bears the lead for
good with a power layup that made the
'Score 76-74 with 1:4310 go.
After missed shots on UNH's next
. two possessions, an laconeta 18-footer
it 103 and two Bouchard free throws
ar-01 t gave UMaine a 80-74 bulge.
' After another UNH miscue, the Bears
iced the win with a Smart-to-Duff bomb
which the Cumberland senior converted
for an easy 'syrup.,
Pfefferle capped the scoring with a
shot at the buzzer which made it 82-76.
good," she said. "But it (04 loss) cer-
tainly wasn't (because of) our detensive
effort.
Sanborn pointed at Bouchard's per-
formance as the key.
"Rachel Bouchard is awesome,"
she said. "She's carried this team."
For UNH, Michele Altobello scored
14 to go with 7 assists, and Curran
"Cored 13.
The-Bears -will face Boston Universi-
ty in the SC championship game Satur-,
day in Boston.. The Terriers defeated
Northeastern 72-60 in the other sinni-
final Wednesday.'
I didn't want it to end. No one let Up; UNH Coach Kathy`fsanborn said she Coffin, on crutches after the game, ,
it was an incredible team effort." wasn't displeased with 'her team's per- said she doesn't know if she will play in-
Kinney hit another hoop (she finish- formance, but was unhappy with some the title match,.
- Kight now.
asiswered_with_a_ bomb Irani the IPft  "We missedalotothimniet.ltaleur_foot,"_th, "14  "We're hoping  in kip 
band--eonsar.-itod Bouchard conversed--foul shooting (10-17,59 percent) wasn't lt_out .sadsse bowl frok  " •
("Maine's Diane Nagle drives past UNH forward
Michele Altobello in Wednesdas's Seaboard Conference
semi-final in the Pit. 1 he Bears, kesed by freshman
Rachel Bouchard" 24-point, 14-rebound performance.
doward the Wildcats 82-76. UMaine will face Boston
niseltsity in the s( championship game saturdas in
Boston.
•12
Bears o retire
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Chappel,le's No. 34
I. Maine forward Mike LaPlante will he the last Black Bear to wear No. 34. Tbe numher will be retired in Armor of Coach
skip thappetle, who wore it during his plasing das..
A104
Fad 15-/1 a11(`.1f1/111
Nh. tirq time tutoring ‘s as a night
to rellICMIXT Nlv student w as
thing called Bone Crusher Reed. a.k.a
Bilk o,dctenstc tackle for the foot-
ball team
-I had the shock of my hte when
he aura% ered his dorm room door
He N1 .1% about sis fix* seven in
diameter. And when he shook my Ar-h.,,,d. thought IU. neva get it bat k
So [hart was. lacc-to-k nee %% it h.
the big man on campus, wondering. •
how I WaS going to relate .Amenc.in
iterat tire to The Hulk.
But then he pulled out scan of
Ora ngc Cacipuicin0. I ss as shacked'.
Could it bc- that this tough pock
liked its delicate taste? And when
Nine Crusher brought out the bone
China. I was beyond belief
Reading the expression, on my
lace, he said, "What can I say? I like it
The Cak Francais is pretty- good.
too." %%ell, who's going tt) .itgLIe. I
thought. As we sipped our ()range
Cappuccino. I discovered that Billy
kw es reading novels; his only. problen
was poetry So I gave him tips on
trait.* Emily Dickinson. and he
gave nx a copy of A n n Beattie.
ihngm Place
All I could think was, Dad's never
going to believe this!
• •.
tilmfamlir
1.1111111111-1e151.111" 11111114.
tamolo
General Foods Internat ionalCoffer,
Share the feeling
•••
Palle t.regra,
The uniform number worn as a player
.by University of Maine head basketball
coach•Thomas "Skip" Chappelle will be
retired at special ceremonies planned for
halftime of the UMaine-lJniversary Of
Hartford basketball game Saturday in
Memorial Gsmnasium. ,
The uniform number. 34. ikthe third
unacirm number to be retired by the
L.:meriti in recognition of the outstan-
ding accomplishments of the athletes
who wore them. The other two numbers
to be retired belonged to women's
basketball playci.EmilY Elks and soccer
goal-keeper Jeff Spring. .
Chappelle. the only. hasketball AU-
..mcrican in l'nisersity of Maine.
history, set 15 school records during his
play-ing days at the Unisersits from
1958-1962.. He still holds three school
marks for free throw efficiency arid and
is Still the fifth highest ranking scorer in
•UMaine history with l.352 points: •
Chappelle • was-an All-New England
select ion.. led Thertrstdrnicein
scoring in the 1960-61 year .and was
named to the (list team of the
Associated Press' College disarm All-
American team. He was the scoring
Icader of the [959-60 team that was
ranked sixth in the nation. He was
drafted by the St. Louis Hawks of the
National Basketball Association and
was a pre-season member .of the Boston
Celtics after graduation.
In 1971 Chappelle took OVerai bead
-coach of the Black Bears and in I! years
at the helm has recorded 216 wins and
223 defeats to become the winningest
basketball. coach in the school's history.
He is one of on!) three actise New
England Disision One Coaches to have
recor4cd 200 caret! slonnes. Chappelle
announced his retirement from coaching
Jan. 15 and will become the cats:wise
director of the Black Bear Fund in
April.
Among the records he set as a player
were most points in a_game (43), most
points in a season (485t and most. points .
in a career (1.352). He still holds the
school records for most consecutise free
throws made in a game (19). most con-
secutise free throws made (32), and best
free throw aserage in a season (.874)
Other players who hase worn the
number 34 since Chappelle include Jim
Stephenson. who Chappellc coat Pied at
Fort Fairfield High School and t4aine
and who broke his single game scoring
record with 54 against Colby; Rick
Carlisle, who has played in the NBA for
the Boston Celtics and New York
Knicks; Clay Pickering, who took up
football after his basketball career end-
ed and played in the NFL for the Cin-
cinnati Bengal, and the Chicago Hears:
Rich Henry and Roger Lapharn In all.
 -four persons who wore numbOr 34 --
became 1,000-point scorers while play-
ing for Maine. Besides Chappelle they
include I apham, Stephenson and
Henry.
Currently, th_c .number is worn by
Junior forward Mike I aPlante of
Holyoke, MA.
In addition to the number retirement.
• the Friends of Maine Basketball and the
Graduate •'SI'• Club hase planned to
.present special gifts to Chapptlic and his
family Former players who were coach-
ed at I.:Maine by Chappelle hase been
ins fie-kJ to attend the ceremonies and will
be seated in a special area
The Maine-Hartford game is schedul-
ed for 7:30 p.m, Saturdas.- and winds up
the.regular Season for the Black Bears
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Hockey Bears ready for playoffs
ksmi gawps
. There is no doubt the NCAA's top
ranked hockey team. the UnisersitS of
Maine Black Bears. will not spend their
spring break on the beach in .Florida.
No. the Black Bears will be a little
busier'than that.
I Maine will he trying to win their
first Hockey East tournament
First the Bears will wait to see who
will come to Alfond Arena to play them
on Marh S and 9.
This weekend Pros idence College
travels to Boston to take on 'Hockey
East's second plice finisher
Northeastern
In the Other matchup the University
ot I owell will be at 'tome versus the
Boston College Eagles
t 'Maine will play the lower seeded
!cam that WIN ives the first round games.
In other words, if PC wins their bat-
tle. U-Maine vrill -Oar-them. -(*tierivise-,-
the Black Bears will plas thC winner of
the BC lowell_game
UMainedoessit_ stalls 4arevsbe-shey-
play.
"I'm really more concerned with what
we do It's important that we play with
defense. discipline. 'and intensity."
I'Mainr Coach Shawn Walsh said.
'•1•%c don't has c a preference, •-•
I Maine deferiseman Bob Beers said
'It's important that we pia) our game
We want to make them play our
game,
Be.rausc ;he Bears won thi regular
season Hockey East title, they will be
/stored to win the tournament The
Black Bears don't feel. howeser. they
will be under more pressure from the
lofty expectations
"We try not to think about that
We're prints confident because we're
playing well," Black Bear goaltender
Scott King said
"We don't worry about other peo-
' pk's cnipectations. To me the Hockey
East plasoff laborite is Northeastern
The small rink at Boston Garden 4r.
their home nnk.•• Walsh said
Beers said UMamc cannot afford to
look by a team He said the) must con-
..entrate on the team they plas nest
week
%tone% Mike Golden is a candidate for the Hobe, Baker.award. annualls to ihi (141 ii • levst collereare pla,, r
"II we look too tar ahead, we get in
trouble." he said.
Should the Bears defeat their oppo-
nent in the semifinals, they would go on
to the Hockey East Finals in the Boston
Garden on March 14.
The Black Bears 129-6-2) are current-
!) tied at the top ranking in the NCAA
college hockey poll and are ranked se-
cond to the University of Minnesota in
the WMEB.college_ hockey media poll.
-
The NCAA mats the one that counts
'because it is from that poll-that teams
are seeded for the NCAA playoffs.
Twelve tcarns are chosen to compete
in the NCAA's The top two teams in
PRIZES FOR WRITERS
The Steve Grady Creative Writing Contest
First prize
Second prize
Third prize
Division 1
Undergraduate
$750
$500
$250
Division 11
Grail
$75,'
t ctri
$250
DEADLINE.; 3 p.m. Monday, March 21, 1988 
•
Journalism and Broadcasting Departn.ent Offi:
107 Lord Hall. University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04469
TO ENTER: Submit your best creative writing -- fiction. poetry. essay,
drama -- typed and double-spaced, to the Journalism and Broad-
casting Department. Names of authors should not appear on
manuscripts. Submit with entry a sealed envelope containing the
name, address and telephone number of the author Write title of
manuscript and division of competition (I or II) on outside of the
envelope
ELIGIBILITY: Entrants must be enrolled at the University of Maine.
have completed at least two academic years of study in either English
or Journalism, and intend to major in one of these fields or be a -
graduate of one of these programs
For Details, Contact Kathryn Olmst•ad
107 Lord Hall
Dont. of JBR
581-1251
the East and the two top *can.
West will draw a bye through th, lust
round.
When the field is whittled to
teams, the quarterfinals are played .ii ua
,c higher
It is likely the Black Bears will be one
of the top teams from the East and will
play a two-game total-goals series at AI-
fond on March 25 and 26.
OFF CAMPUS
BOARD- -
ELECTIONS
PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT
THURSDAY MARCH 31
PETITIONS MAY BE PICKED UP AT THE
OFF:CAMPUS BOARD OFFICE
3RD FLOOR MEMORIAL UNION
OR CALL 581-1840
ALL PETITIONS MUST BE TURNED
IN BY MARCH 25
0
The Daily Massie Campus. Thursday. March 3. 1988
Bears may sweep Hockey East awards
ta
- by Ina Imam
start *inter
It's the end of the season and time for
awards, and it looks as though the
University of Maine's hockey Bears will
not be forgotten.
This weekend the 10 finalists for the
Hobey Baker Award will be named
This award is given annually to the na-
tion's best collegiate hockey Player.
"We (Maine) will have at least one on
that list. My guess is we'll have two,"
UMaine Assistant Sports Information
Director Ian McCaw said. . 9
The likely candidates for the Black
Bears are senior Mike Golden and
sophomore Das id Capuano.
Golden finished tbe season • with 28
goals and 39 assists for 67 points while
C-apuano had a team leading 29 goals.
46 assists for 75 points.
Next week .Hockey East will hand out
their awards and, according to McCaw
UMainc has a legitimate shot to sweep
the awards.
Dim(' Capuano look' to. be the
leading candidate for the Player of the
Year Award. Capauano has already
won the Hockey East scoring title. If he
wins, he would be the first Black Bear
ever to win that award.
The Rookie of the Year Award could
go to the Black Bear's Mario Thyet. He
led all Hockey East freshmen with 18
goals and 35 assists for 53 points. Thy&
was among the league's top five scorers.
.UMaine's Shawn Walsh is the most
likels candidate to win the Hockey East
UMaine track update 
Coach of the Year Award. He has led
his team to a 29.6-2 record and a tie for
.the nation's top ranking.
The day before the Hockey East
championship, the All East'
team will be named.
McCaw said he expects the Black
Bears to have five of the 12 players
naiiied.
"We may even have all five runned to
the first team." McCaw said/
The first atici,maybe most, obvious.
choice should be UMaine'sgicott King.
King led all Hockey Ea.st/soaltenders
with a 2.97 goals against'average. He
ha4 a 17-2-1 record within Hockey East-
I set i! as a goal at the beginning of
the season." King said. •'It's satisfy-
inc mat lbebeVe it's *team thing. There
&Ad,
  The University-of MAIM'S men-and
 women's indoor track -mins finish-
ed ninth and 10th, respex-tivehy, at the
New England Championships held
last weekend at Boston Unisersity,
but a number of indisiduals had
outstanding performances.
The men's team finished ninth out
of 27 teams and were sixth after the
first day's events. Northeastern took
i_the top spot. Mike Norman of
Ellsworth, ME., set a new school
record in the 400 meter run as he
finished ,fourth in a time of 48.7
seconds. Others who placed well in-
cluded Randy Merchant (Hall
Quarry. ME.). sixth in the high jump
at 6'4"; Dale Ntaly ([incoins ilk,
ME.), third in the pole sault in 14'6"
Brian Beaulieu (Brewer, ME.), fin)
in the pole sault at 14'; iusd_Par
'rocker (Lincoln, ME.), sixth in ths
!rusk jump at 44'11". The men will
.ompete at the IC4A's in Princeton.
• J . March 4-6 and will be
rtprESC11444 by MAC Norman. 
4(10and--firie Redard in the
The women finished 10th out of 21
teams with Boston l'rusersity winn-
ing the meet The Black Bear 4200
tela team set a new school record
while placing fourth in .a time of
1:46.23. Another new record-holder
is Connie Mollison (Belfast, ME ).
who placed fourth in the 20-pound
weight with a toss of 46'8 ' .'•. Tina
Meserse (Farmington,: ME:),
qualified for the ECA.0 Champion-
ships (March 5-6 at Yale) in the 5000
yard run by finishing third with a
time of 17:20.18. Melissa 'trance')
(Saco. ME.) tied for fourth in the
high jump. at 5'6 'V' and Brenda
liechan (Hampden. ME.) placed
sixth 'n • • nig jump with a leap of
17' '
Cony\ :mg for the *omen at the
FCAC Championships will be
Meserve. Brancely and Elle Brut saert
(Orono, ME.) in the pentathalon
IDB FREE MOVIE!
Where:130 Little Hall
When:March 2nd & 3rd
Shows at: 7 and 9pm*
BEST P1CT'URE 
4 ACADEMY AWARDS
^
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*limited seating available
Is a team committment to good
defense.,"
Other possible All-Hockey East selec-
tions are Golden. Dave Capuano. Mike
McHugh, and Jack Capuano.
McHugh scored 27 goals and added
34 assists for 61 points on the season.
This comes just one season after being
named the league's ,top defensive
forward.
Jack Capiiar.c. the Bezer. highest
scoring defenseman with, 12 goals and
34 assists for a total of 46 points. He
joins McHugh and Dave Monis as the
team's captains.
All of these players- arc also can-
didates for All-American , which is
awarded after the season.
11 tearn heads south
-The Unisery of Maine softball teal
will be embarking on its fifth annual
spring trip to Florida this Friday (Mar
4).
The Black Bears will be opening the
season against Penn State on Sunday,
Mar. at 10:45 in Orlando, Florida, at
the Orlando Rebel Spring Games. Other
highlights of the Bears two week trip will
include pirticinating in the University of
South Florida Pepsi Classic and the
Florida -State .Lady Seminole- Witty
fional tournaments:-
." The Black Bears, the defending
• ECAC champions, are coming off their
finest season esti when they. went 29-16
overall.
Despite the loss of some key players
including Lynn Hearty (18-8, 1.42
ERA), Sue Goulet (.369), Michelle
Duprey (.327). and Denise Boutin
(.314), the team is looking for a great
deal of success this season.
Head coach Janet Anderson had to
completely-, revamp her infield after the
graduation of her top pitcher and four
infielders. However, she is confident
that her new faces in the lineup can get
the job done.
Heading up the pitching staff for the
Bears' this season will be senior
righthander Kim Thibeau (Waterford,
, CT). Thibeau (11.8. 2.27) has excellent
control and will earn much of the cat-
ching load 'this spring Senior co-
captains Tina Ouellette and • Stacey
aron II ("Alston. mr) wilt start in the
4-sift-rida, and are eiwecied to lead- The
hitting corps. Ouellette batted .214 last
season while scoring 34 runs. Caron. an
All-New England and second team Nor-
theast region All-American selection.
had a .343 batting average
Three transfers are expected to make
important contributions to this year's
team as well Anderson, *ho is beginn-
ing her ninth seasonal Maine. recruited '
a highly regarded SISIC1 duo from West •
Covina. California Lori Moho( is a kf
thanded pitcher who will see a lot of ar,--
lion on the mound this spring. She had
a record of 5-4 with an ERA of 0.88 at
Saddleback Junior College last season.
Her sister Cindy. a shortstop, is a fine
fielder who should help the Milne
defense a great deal. Last year Cindy
redshirted. but in 1986 she batted .414
and scored 16 runs. Maine obtained -
another transfer in sophomore third.
baseman Jocelyn Kondrotas (1 ochmere.
NH). Kondrotas, who comes to UMiurie
from Plymouth State. hit .453 last
. season and is another Tux fickler_
Other returnees from last season ex-
pected to play important roles include
firstbaseman Barb Finke (E. Greenbush.
NY), infielder Chris Bouchard I Hamp-
den, ME), MOCK 1..CSlie Settler (Tihon.
NH) and infielder Sue Emmons (Old
Town. ME).
With a fine nucleus returning, and
three promising newcomers. the Bears
appear ready to open defense of their
ECAC title.
The heat is mt.
\-111.1.-litim-tner ma% be your last chance to
graduate from college with a degree and an
officer's comrniN4in. Sign up for 14 YFC's
six.4yeek Bask Camp now. Sure your
Professor of Military Sck-nce for det4IL.
But hurry. The time is short.
The space is limited, heat is on.
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS
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Point of view
by Om hadorwilis
This week's questioa:
How important an? college athletics?
"they're great. if they enhance the
financial aspects of the university, but
not for a $/ million stadium that Presi-
dent Lick proposes."
 Tom Schneider
Junior
Biochemist r N
"I think, it you're the (athk-tic). type. it's
%cry Important. The school has to have
athletics to be well-rounded."
Marcey McHatten
Freshman
Engineering
."College athletics arc real important.
It creates unity. something for students
to rally around "
Kent Forbes
Sophomore
Journalism
"I think they're good for the spirit 0
the school."
Steve Elder
Freshman
• —
"College athletics are very important.
(They) get students involved and
keeps athletes on the hall."
"Elvis" Costello
-Junior
Pre-Law
*Art continued from page Si
" The Holon Series speaks of a system that has two opposite
tendencies: an integratise tendency to function as pan of the larger
whole anci a self-assertive tendency to preserve its individual
autonomy," she said
The notion of "standing independently" is essential to.the cern
cept of De Moulpied s work.
Forming several layers which hold together without meChanical
fastenings, the marble-like sculptures resemble the smoothly hollowed
curves of bone or the delKate cur! •••f prtfir..
The pieces essentially represent the evolution of their creation. sinc
each separate part of the whole depends so intricately on the other.
MICHAEL H. LEWIS
It is easy to describe the physical properties of Micheal Lewis'.
work. • . •
The paintings of Michael Lewis are typically seascapes or land
scams which show more sky than land.
Most of his paintings have a human presence, hut the human cle•
meal is never the focus of the world that Lewis creates_
" (he figures arc not existential. they are not man or woman alone
in the uniserse," Lewis said. "The smallness of the figures is Just
meant to represent a truer sense, a more humble sense, of the role
that human life plays in the uniserse."
The sky of the paintings, an oil paint turpentine wash on 100per-
cent rag paper, creates a sense of hunintrieny: the sky appears to •
glow
"In some of these recent paintings. I feel like the physical world
is a skin that's stretched really thin and you can see through it to
the energy that underlies all life," Lewis said.
It is impossible to &grilse the emotive quality of Mike Lewis
paintings.
Imagine that something, like a hang-nail or 2 tooth-ache, has been
bothering you all day. Now imagine you find yourself in Carnegie
Hall in front of a Mike 'Lewis painting.
There you are, in Gallery One, with a persistant low-level an-
noyance at that damn tooth-ache.
In Mike Lewis' work, you would not only a're that your tooth-
ache is just a small aspect of the whole world, but all of a sudden
the whole notion of having a tooth-ache becomes funny. In fact,
it's great.
Micheal I ewie_work_helps you see what you never can see because
there is always something to distract you, like a hang-nail or a
tooth
-ache. • -
. "It washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life."
Yes, Titere Are Alternatives
and they're _free
Come 'Enjoy focal- Mfaine Taierti at the
OCB Talent Show
bar
wit be
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with
ki
Thursday kqiht March yd
8:00pm
in the 'Damn Yankee
with $500 in prizes
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will be
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?we 64471Sp
'Bat Reowthe4
DOYOU
-Every day, good people all across Atherica enjoy the 're-
freshment of a cold beer or alcoholic beverage. And they do
it with good sense.
But; there'll always be a few who don't
know the meaning of moderation.
To help educate these people, Anheuser-
Busch and your local distributor are proud
to have developed "KNOW WHEN TO SAY
WHEN." A nationalvcampaign to promote
greater awareness of the responibilities:associated with
drinking.
Anheuser-Busch is proud of the product we brew and sell.
We know having a drink in moderation is part (63131,00N)
of a normal lifestyle for millions of Americans.
All it takes is to know when to say when. Because
you're the cutoff man.
This message presented
as a public service
by
MAINE DISTRIBUTORS
5 Coffey St.. Bangor. Maine
,
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